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378 I Know More Than My Sister 

After getting what they came to buy, Zhang Yi Hai and Fang Su Jin finally left the store. 

Fang Su Jin lowered her head as she followed Zhang Yi Hai silently. She was still unable to calm down 

after what happened in that store earlier. Her heart was beating loudly. Meanwhile, she could not figure 

out whether what happened was accidental or was Zhang Yi Hai purposely teasing her. 

If it was the latter, then, what was his reason for doing so? 

It couldn’t be that Zhang Yi Hai thought that it was fun to see her become flustered, right? 

Now that she thought about it, Zhang Yi Hai was not someone who would do so. 

Zhang Yi Hai was someone who always had a serious look on his face. 

Because she was his sister’s friend, Zhang Yi Hai appeared by her side to help her a few times. He was 

someone who could not stand to see others bullying another girl. 

As the thought came to her, Fang Su Jin began to calm down. 

All of the sudden, Fang Su Jin stopped upon noticing that the person in front of her had turned around. 

..... 

Fortunately, she had kept her guard up. 

If she bumped into Zhang Yi Hai again, the young man would probably think that she was doing it on 

purpose. 

Fang Su Jin raised her head and saw that Zhang Yi Hai was looking at her. 

“Sister Fang,” Zhang Yi Hai called. “Did you buy the thing you came to get?” He had long noticed that 

Fang Su Jin’s hand was empty. 

“I did.” Fang Su Jin tapped her hand on her bag. “It’s in here.” 

“Then, let’s go. I will send you back to your place.” 

This time, Fang Su Jin did not try to reject his offer. She could already guess that Zhang Yi Hai would not 

agree. 

The two of them took the elevator and headed to the parking area together. 

Fang Su Jin watched the young man beside her and wondered if her dress was too old and boring to be 

standing beside him. As the thought came to her mind, Fang Su Jin began to scoot a few inches away 

from him. 

OF course, Zhang Yi Hai would explode in anger if he knew what she had in mind. Although Fang Su Jin 

was a few years older than him, Zhang Yi Hai would never think that she was too old. 

The elevator opened with a ding sound, snapping them both from their thoughts. 



Zhang Yi Hai came out first and led Fang Su Jin over to his vehicle. After stuffing their stuff into the car, 

Zhang Yi Hai finally drove away. 

The atmosphere in the vehicle turned quiet again. 

Zhang Yi Hai tapped his finger softly against the steering. Yesterday, their journey back from the mall 

was also like this. It was only after he had sent Fang Su Jin back to her house that he started to regret 

that he had not spoken to her. 

It was not easy for him to meet her. 

Later, he will return to Capital City again and his chances to see Fang Su Jin again would be limited. If it 

was not because of his sister, he could not find a reason to meet her again. 

The vehicle stopped at a red light. 

Seeing that they almost reached her place, Zhang Yi Hai knew that he had to say something before he 

missed his chance again. 

However, as someone who had never been in a relationship before, Zhang Yi Hai did not know what he 

could talk to Fang Su Jin about. 

He could not talk about basketball just like he did with his sister, right? 

Suddenly, Zhang Yi Hai seemed to recall a memory from when they were younger. 

Each time his sister was playing in a match, Fang Su Jin would stand at the side while cheering for her. As 

the memory came to his mind, Zhang Yi Hai began to smile. 

Seeing that the light had turned green again, Zhang Yi Hai then spoke, “Sister Fang.” 

Zhang Yi Hai’s voice broke the silence in the vehicle, causing Fang Su Jin to turn to look at him 

immediately. 

“Last time, there was a talk about an exhibition in F Country, right?” Zhang Yi Hai spoke. 

“Hmm...” Fang Su Jin lowered her head. “But the discussion met an end. I don’t like working with 

someone I am not comfortable with. So we decided to reject the offer.” 

Zhang Yi Hai heaved a sigh, knowing that he finally found a topic that he could speak to her about. 

“That’s too bad. Then, are you not going to have an exhibition overseas?” 

“Maybe when another opportunity comes the next time.” Fang Su Jin looked at Zhang Yi Hai strangely. 

“Why are you asking?” 

“I thought that your paintings are beautiful. The colors you used are especially lively,” Zhang Yi Hai 

spoke. 

“You know about paintings?” 

“A little bit.” Zhang Yi Hai glanced at Fang Su Jin. “At least I know more than my sister.” 



His response made Fang Su Jin burst into a laugh. Although her friend had always supported her and her 

drawing, Zhang Li Xue did not understand or care about painting that much. If it was not because of her, 

perhaps Zhang Li Xue would never step into an exhibition. 

Zhang Yi Hai peeked at her expression and was stunned to see the smile on her face. Fortunately, he still 

remembers that he was driving. 

“Then, do you have a painter that you like?” Fang Su Jin tried to test him. 

“Hmm...” Zhang Yi Hai pondered over her question for a while. “I do like Andy Park’s style. You could 

always find something hidden in his drawing. Then, there was also Zinnia. I like the building and scenery 

she draws.” 

Fang Su Jin stared at the young man in shock. Both Adam Park and Zinnia had a different style of 

drawing. Fang Su Jin did not expect that Zhang Yi Hai would know about them. 

The vehicle entered the Fang residence’s area. 

Zhang Yi Hai pulled over his vehicle in front of the house and turned to Fang Su Jin again. “Sister Fang, 

we have arrived.” 

Fang Su Jin snapped out of her trance and looked away. “Thank you.” She alighted from the vehicle and 

paused. “Actually, I might be having another exhibition in Capital City next month. It will be under the 

Capital City’s Art Association.” 

His eyes lit up. 

“Zhang Yi Hai, if you are free, you can come over and look.” 

His lips turned into a smile. “Then, I will definitely go and see.” 

“Su Jin.” 

Fang Su Jin was about to leave when she heard a familiar voice coming from behind her. She turned 

around and found that her father was standing behind her. 

 


